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Is it possible for JavaScript programmers to learn Apple's iOS 4 SDK and live to tell the tale?

Technology guru Danny Goodman did, and with this book he leaves a well-marked trail for you

to follow. An authority on JavaScript since its inception, Goodman understands the challenges

you might face in creating native iOS apps with this SDK, and introduces Xcode, Objective-C,

and Cocoa Touch in a context you'll readily understand.Why bother with the SDK when you can

simply build web apps for Apple's iOS devices? Web apps can't access an iPhone's music

library, camera, or iOS system software for maps, audio, and more. Nor can you sell web apps

in the App Store. If you want to take full advantage of the iPhone and iPad, iOS 4 SDK is your

tool -- and this is your book. Includes full coverage of iOS SDK 4.2.Learn the distinction

between web app and iOS native app programmingCreate a workbench app to test code

snippets throughout the learning processGet a structural view of an iOS app, and compare the

process of building objects in Objective-C versus JavaSciptDiscover how your code launches

iOS apps and makes them user-readyLearn about iOS memory management details that are

different from JavaScript, including pointers and data typesUse Objective-C and Cocoa Touch

to implement common JavaScript tasks

About the AuthorDanny Goodman has been writing about personal computers and consumer

electronics since the late 1970s. He has written hundreds of magazine articles, several

commercial software products, and three dozen computer books. Most recently, Danny has

been programming applications for Apple's iPhone and iPod touch platform, including iFeltThat

Earthquake, PhotoSize, and BeaconAid-HF, all available on Apple's App Store.--This text refers

to the paperback edition.
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John Love, “Excellently written and Very understandable. Before I begin my analysis of "iOS 4

SDK for JavaScript Programmers", you need to know my programming background and my

fetishes for learning how to program.My background includes OOP using Think C++,

JavaScript and XCode 3.2; the latter resulted in just one macOS app. In the process of this

macOS app I had to learn about delegation, threads, static variables, notifications, all from

scratch. I had an immeasurable amount of assistance from various Cocoa and XCode forums.

Their established members demonstrated the patience of a saint until the "light bulb came on"

between my two ears.I depended a great deal on Apple's own documentation, and I'm talking

about many, many hundreds of paper spanning about 8 very thick three-ring binders. I am not

trying to brag, I'm just stating the facts.I absolutely demand to know how such and such

happens .. what object sends which message to another object. What I do not need is a review

of a lot of basic material; e.g.,I do not need to revisit classes and sub-classes. A quick review,

yes, but don't expose me to 50-100 pages of this basic stuff. There's a couple of iOS books

out there which do exactly that.Speaking of length, do not make me buy a book that spans

700+ pages. Yes, I know that Danny Goodman's JavaScript Bible series did exactly that; but he

had to cover just about every call JavaScript had in its arsenal, so I'll forgive him.What I did not

want was another Bible-thick book. Tell me who does what to whom and when and stop. In

this regard, this book's Chapter 5 ("App Execution Flow") is gold (to me). Do not leave Chapter

5 until you master the MVC pattern, do not!!!Chapter 3 covers the creation of the Project using

the XCode Editor and Interface Builder. Yes, we're talking IB 3; quite frankly, I don't care in

spite of the fact that others do. Also, I really, really prefer IB 3 simply because that's what I'm

used to; however, since the handwriting is on the wall for XCode 4, to delve into IB 4 just use

the Apple Docs. The important stuff for IBOutlets and IBActions, the heart of MVC, has not

changed .. just the mechanics.Chapter 4 covers the interface and implementation files .. short

and to the point. Chapter 6 covers Objective-C stuff; e.g., data types. New to iOS are such

delights as CGRect and CGSize. Have a blast in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. You'll also learn

about memory management stuff, like autorelease. One thing you'll go elsewhere to learn is

that so-called "convenience methods" (URLWithString: on pg 129 is an example) create



instance objects that are automatically autoreleased, whereas your myObjectClass *myObject

= [[myObjectClass alloc] init] won't be unless you add that yourself.Chapter 8 talks about the

ever-important duo, @property and @synthesize which in-turn led me to Apple docs that

covered this important subject in detail. In my first Cocoa app, I always used my own getters

and setters; the next time around I'll let XCode create them for me. You'll also get introduced to

NSDictionary and NSArray in Chapter 8.Chapter 9 talked aout NSDates and file transfer. By

the way, file transfer is very important for a iOS app because you may need to access external

files stored on your Server (save status when the user of your iApp sends you to the

background or save database info). Remember an iApp needs to be small; e.g., 8 out of the

max 16 gb on my iPad is used, so I may need external storage on my Server for my iApp's

stuff. I've never bothered with #pragma preprocessor directives, but Chapter 9 deals with

them.Anyway, "iOS 4 SDK for JavaScript Programmers" is a very good book for:1. a beginner

to XCode and Cocoa .. just do not depend on it for everything by a long shot.2. a XCode

dabbler, like me, who needs a short refresher on Cocoa objects.3. someone who craves a

intro to iOS-unique programming .. but, like the beginner, fully expects to go elsewhere for the

nitty-gritty and for addendums that address other neat specifics; e.g., Exceptions.4. if you

crave knowing the parallels between JavaScript and Cocoa.5. if you thrive on a very well

written treatise on a very difficult subject .. you would be hard-pressed to find a technical writer

more lucid than Danny Goodman.With these 5 parameters in mind, Goodman's book deserves

5 stars; however, 5 stars denotes perfect and nothing's perfect on this planet.Thanks for

listening.”

2239, “If you know JavaScript well, you will love this book. I have been using JavaScript for

over ten years, and I like the language. I like iPhone, too, and I wanted to start writing

programs for it. I bought a book about iOS, but I gave it up in chapter 4 or 5. I have to learn

too many things, it seems.I found this book at a bookstore, and the title of the book is quite

attractive to me. I also found the author is Danny Goodman who I know since 1980's. I bought

the book and I like it VERY MUCH.Every concepts used in iPhope programming is explained in

JavaScript way, and I can understand the concepts quite easily. I do not have to memorize new

terms and concepts; I only have to concentrate on the differences with JavaScript, or finding

the couterparts in JavaScript. If you have a plenty of time learning iOS, you might not need

this book, but if you want to utilize your knowledge of JavaScript, I recommend this book for

you.”

The book by Danny Goodman has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 2 people have provided feedback.
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